
2019-20 Incentive Directions and Information 
 

We receive monthly reports from Wellmark regarding wellness visits.  There is a time-lag between when you see your 
Dr. and when those claims are transferred to the Wellness portal.  Please allow 1-2 months for your Dr’s office to submit 
the claim and for that claim to be “captured” by the Wellness portal system.  We have discovered some variables that 
interfere with the transfer of that data: 

1) You and your Dr may decide during your wellness visit to collect labs or change/add medications. Those 
codes may prevent the Wellness system from seeing that claim as purely wellness.  

2) You may not have visited the Wellness portal.   You need to visit the Wellness portal at least once to activate 
it.  Once it is active, reports will flow over.  

To help with those issues, we have added  a self-reporting component to the wellness portal so that you can enter the 
date and type of visit.  Therefore, we are not only relying on Wellmark for that information and you can help us with the 
documentation.   
By December 20th and June 15th, we should have all of the data from the previous 6 months.  Please check the Wellness 
Portal 1-2 months after your Dr visit and by January 15th and June 20th for documentation of your rewards.   It is difficult 
to verify rewards for the previous year after June 20, 2020. 
 

My Wellmark page and Wellness Portal 
To access your personal wellmark page: go to: https://www.wellmark.com/mywellmark-info 
At the top, to the right of the logo, there is blue box : Log In/Register.  Click there.  Next is a box for you to type a user id 
and password.  If you have not been to the site; please register, creating a user name and password.  Once you log-in; 
you will be taken to your personal Wellmark page that lists your claims and other resources.   
On the left side-bar is a box labeled  “Well-being” Click on that to open it.  Then click on the box that says “visit wellness 
center” .   A box will pop up that states you are leaving mywellmark.com and going to WebMD.  Click continue.  You are 
now in the Wellness Center portal which makes it active.  You may have a message stating “now is a good time to take 
your health assessment”  or “synch your device with WebMD”.   2 rows down is a green box with a gift box emblem and 
the words “Get rewarded” .  Click on that to check your rewards . 
 
Health Care Provider Visit: Documentation of a wellness visit is through Wellmark claims data and is reported monthly.  
If you just activated the wellness center, then the date you are visiting shows as your earned date.  There are 2 choices; 
the first one is documented through claims data and is a wellness visit. If you click on activity log, it will show when you 
actually did the exam. If you have questions, click  “more”  and a Well-mark phone number is listed.  The second one is a  
“non-annual visit” where you enter the date and reason for the visit.  Once you enter that data, it shows that you 
have earned that reward.  
 
Track a Health Habit: If you do this through Wellmark’s Wellness Center, it will show up during the monthly reports.  If 
you do this through Virgin Pulse, data is transferred from them in December and the end of May. 

 
Virgin Pulse Participation 

Virgin Pulse is a wellness/activity tracking program.  You can track most physical activities including swimming, weight 
lifting, cycling, yoga and others.  By using the mobile app, health habits and activities are very easy to track on a daily 
basis through both android and IOS.  You can also track bio-metrics such as weight, blood glucose, blood pressure, 
cholesterol and others.   As with any health behavior; daily use is the both the best motivator and the hardest to 
maintain.  That is why we are offering an incentive reward to help you in tracking daily and/or weekly.   If you had 
previously enrolled and have stopped up-loading or lost/broke your activity tracker, please call Virgin Pulse Customer 
service at 1-800-830-4312 to reset your password and/or order a new device.  For further enrollment instructions, 
please see the page labeled:  IAC Virgin Pulse Wellness and Activity Program on the Wellness Page of the Conference 
Website to get started.      Data is transferred in December and the end of May.    
       

Questions?  Please e-mail Kae Tritle at bktritle@msn.com 
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